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T he world has its eyes on Oakland as the Occupy Movement dramatically unfolds.
Thousands of people with different backgrounds and ambitions are gathering to demand

change. Their diversity and their stories are the strength of Occupy.

Inside Out Occupy Oakland is part of a global art project that uses large-scale portraits to transform
messages of identity into powerful urban exhibitions. A creation of the artist JR, the project was the
recipient of the 2011 TED Prize. Visit the Inside Out website to see stunning examples of some of the
projects that are popping up in more than 9,000 locations across the globe.

Help us provide honest, inspiring, action-provoking independent media from the Occupy
movement to the rest of the 99% - please donate now!

SUPPORT US!
Help us deliver honest, inspiring,
action-provoking independent media
from Occupy to the rest of the 99%.

DONATE NOW

LARGER THAN LIFE PORTRAITS HIT THE STREETS OF OAKLAND
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DECLARING INDEPENDENCE
While the aims and parameters
of the American Revolution and
Occupy Wall Street do not align
entirely, there are some striking

parallels.
// READ MORE

HEIST: WHO STOLE THE
AMERICAN DREAM?
The film began with Frances
Causey starting to document the

attempts of our government to capture and
deport undocumented workers crossing the
border in Southern AZ, where she lives.
// READ MORE

WHY IS NOBODY FREAKING
OUT ABOUT THE LIBOR
BANKING SCANDAL?
The LIBOR manipulation story

has exploded into a major scandal overseas.
// READ MORE
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THE OCCUPY NATIONAL
GATHERING IS HERE
Occupy participants from around
the country have converged on

Philadelphia for the “National Gathering” June
30 through July 4.
// READ MORE

OCCUPY NATGAT DISPATCH:
THE BANK SLEEP-IN
The highlight of my first day at
the Occupy National Gathering

in Philadelphia was, by far, going to sleep.
// READ MORE
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